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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 

We are living in truly momentous times marked by extraordinarily substantial processes
going on in the world’s financial system.  Under the influence of the most severe economical
crisis for the last 60 years, we are evidencing the constitution of the new global financial
architecture and rules of play within it.  While global liquidity shortage and economic
downturn have entered into its next phase, the economic growth dynamics in Azerbaijan
was not affected to the extent it was in another countries, which was achieved by purpose-
ful, balanced and successful reforms and prompt countercyclical measures undertaken by
the Azeri government, conservative foreign borrowing policy, maintaining stability of the
national currency and minimization of dependency upon foreign financial markets. The
National Depository Centre (the NDC) plays a distinctive and irreplaceable role in pre-
venting importation of the global economic crisis consequences and in ensuring investors’
high trust and confidence in the country’s stock market. Whereas in the first stage of its
development the National Depository Centre’s function was to support the divestment of
government property process, our today’s mission has significantly extended and includes
the transformation of the country’s stock market and transition into its important functional
institution. 

From this perspective 2008 was very important and productive year. The value of the
assets kept in custody by the National Depository Centre neared AZN 2.7 bln. In order to
ensure proper and transparent registration of the transactions in accordance with inter-
nationally accepted principles the NDC started implementing the International Financial
Reporting Standards, including international financial reporting, accounting and auditing
standards in the end of 2008, and in 2009 this process will be intensified considerably.    

Under the market’s institutional advancement strategy, the process of transforming the
NDC into the trusted and centralized depository for the corporate and public securities is
being closely consulted and guided by a number of international experts and institutions,
and we constantly work on new projects with them. Joint projects with the Islamic Devel-
opment Bank and Turkey’s IMKB Takasbank central depository in 2008 are just another
illustrative evidence of the above mentioned.        

The NDC permanently broadens its international relations and as an exemplification
in October 2008 the NDC was granted a full membership in the International Securities
Services Association (ISSA), which combines more than a 100 participants from 47 coun-
tries.   

Measures to advance  our technology platform undertaken in 2008, as a constituent
element of our business processes optimization strategy in registry keeping, depository
services or any other services rendered, were utterly efficacious for protecting investors
rights as well as increasing the protection level of kept in custody assets. Thanks to the
actions taken in 2008 it become possible to create improve robustness of the NDC’s databse
system, to extend its electronic information data transfer capability,   , and to arrange re-
mote access document turnover system in the Nakhchivan branch and many other infra-
structural projects.     No doubt that accomplishing these projects will expand the NDC’s
horizons. One of the ambitious tasks that the NDC sets for itself in 2009 is to start imple-
menting electronic settlement and clearing services of reciprocal obligations between mar-
ket participants involved into securities trading. This will surely increase not only
transactional responsiveness, but also transparency and security of operations.       

I believe we can expect an intensive and seminal 2009 ahead. To resume my address I
would like to assure you once again that your benefiting from the NDC’s future achieve-
ments and infrastructural advancements will be principal mission and the highest aim for
our personnel.  

On behalf of colleagues in the National Depository Centre

B.A. Azizov 
Chairman of the Executive Board
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1.1. ABOUT THE NATIONAL DEPOSITORY CENTRE

Nowadays, the National Depository Centre (the NDC) is a reliable asset keeping and
registry maintaining institution targeting its activities on meeting customer needs. 

The 100% of shares are held by the Azerbaijan Republic State Committee for Securi-
ties. 

The NDC was granted with 2 licenses: the NDC is the central depository for the Azeri
stock market and its largest registry keeper.  

The NDC safekeeps investment securities, the state privatisation checks and options
and other valuables. 

In addition, the NDC has gained the status of the National Numbering Agency and as-
signs international identification codes to securities issued within the country.

1.



1997: “Mulk” (“Estate”) National Depository Centre was formed according to the
“Statute of the National Depository Centre” approved by the Presidential
Decree # 580 dated 14 May 1997.

2001: The National Depository Centre started operations on corporate bonds.  

2004: The NDC became a co-founder of the Eurasian Association of Central De-
positories;

2005: Nakhchivan branch of the NDC was established;

2006: First loro account was opened for foreign depositories;

The NDC was granted a status of National Numbering Agency in Azerbai-
jan;

2007: The NDC started granting ISIN international codes for securities issued in
Azerbaijan

Memorandum of cooperation was signed with SWIFT International Corpo-
ration;

The NDC became a co-founder of the Azerbaijan Stock Market Participants
Association;

2008: The NDC was granted a full membership in the Association of National
Numbering Agencies (“ANNA”);

The NDC was granted a full membership in the International Securities Serv-
ices Association (İSSA).

CHRONOLOGY



Financial Results (AZN)

2007 2008

Turnover 775 392,22 948 496,00

Expenditures 540 439,92 737 118,00

Gross Profit 234 952,30 211 378,00

Net Profit 183 262,79 164 875,00

1.2. KEY FIGURES ON YEAR 2008

2008 was another year of activities enhancement for the National Depository Centre.
The NDC achieved the upgrowth along the whole range of operational indicators.  

In 2008 the NDC registered 5 829 transactions valued AZN 107 521 478 in total.
This figure includes 685 exchange-traded transactions nominally valued AZN 23 366 967
and 5 144 over-the-counter transactions nominally valued AZN 84 154 781 in total. In
terms of types of securities, total number of transactions made up at    5 755 shares trans-
actions nominally valued AZN 99 175 978 and 74 bonds transactions nominally valued
AZN 8 345 500.

To the end of Y2008, total value on deposit neared AZN 2.7 bln, the number of ac-
counts opened reached 97 440 for individuals (including 3974 registered in 2008) and 476
for companies (including 88 registered in 2008).     

As for the financial indicators, the Depository’s total turnover reached AZN 948 496,
total expenditures amounted to AZN 737 118, gross profit made up AZN 211 378 AZN,
and net profit – AZN 164 875.
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1.3 STRATEGIC TARGETS

On the early stages of the Stock Market development the National Depository Centre
carried out the function of keeping registry of shareholders and depositing shares of joint
stock companies formed as a result of the state privatization program. However, nowadays
the current condition of the stock market demands infrastructural and systematic advance-
ment of the Depository.  Having examined the contemporary challenges coming from the
today’s stock market and analyzed internal capabilities, the NDC has worked out a strategic
vision and prepared the itemized action plan for the depository system conversion. The
strategic vision of the NDC aims to achieve the following objectives: 

 To stimulate institutional development of the NDC by implementing the globally
accepted Corporate Governance standards;   

 To launch large-scale clearing operations in order to ensure the synchronized se-
curities and funds entitlements settlement;

In order to reach its strategic objectives, the NDC plans to implement the following
projects and arrangements: 

• To improve the organizational chart of the Depository and to accommodate it to
the strategic vision and action plan;

• To implement the highest corporate governance standards;
• To refine internal audit and controlling channels;
• To arrange systematic Risk Analysis and Management approach;
• To re-regulate internal document management procedures;
• To create feasible electronic links with the Baku Stock Exchange;
• To join SWIFT network;
• To implement paperless turnover of documentation with the professional partici-

pants of the Market;
• To create effective electronic Customers Inquiries Management network.
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1.4. OPERATIONAL ADVANCEMENT PROJECT

On the 18th February 2008 the Government of the Azerbaijan Republic and the Islamic
Development Bank signed the Agreement on “Technical Assistance Grant for Capacity
Building of State Committee for Securities”. 

The main objective of the grant was to advance
the Azerbaijani Stock Market and to enhance the
range of services available for the Depository cus-
tomers as well as implement the clearing and set-
tlement systems. The NDC was appointed as the
Managing Agent of the grant project and the end of
the 2009 was set as a final completion date of the
project.     

In the light of the above mentioned targets, the
NDC has planned the institutional development in
the following directions:

- the enhancement of the NDC activities, the
consultancy and professional trainings program; 

- the improvement of the Depository registra-
tion database system, including launching back-up
and replication server, which will increase the pro-
tection level of the database, and implementing
electronic documentation exchange network. 

As an initiation of the project above the NDC
have invited  Turkey’s Central depository, ISE Set-
tlement and Custody INC – Takasbank specialists
to Baku to provide consultancy services and to as-
sess the current situation in Azeri Stock market, mu-
tual interrelations between professional participants
of the market, the NDC’s internal regulations and business operations methodology, the level
of electronization of the operations and have received valuable recommendations on devel-
opment directions of the stock market overall.   

According to these recommendations the following tasks are being put into practice cur-
rently: refinement of the depository registration database procedures, which includes the
protection and safety measures and launching additional replication mechanisms, advance-
ment of the communication network, elaboration of the specialized software programs, ren-
ovation of the hardware resources, establishing paperless communication traffic with the
branch office.   

Thus, the NDC aims at creating efficient and transparent communication and operation
network within the stock market of the country enabling trusty and efficacious cooperation
between the market participants, which includes joining the central bank’s payments system,
creating clearing and settlement capabilities on both exchange and OTC transactions.
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1.5. OUR TARIFF POLICY

The NDC is a fully self-financing organization and all its expenditures are met by
profits made out of services rendered. However, the non-commercial character of the
organization influences its tariff strategy.  Thus, the NDC’s pricing policy balances be-
tween per customer expenditures and actual costing of the services. 

At the same time, the NDC’s pricing policy is a vital part of its marketing strategy
based on development strategy of the organization and is a facility for reaching its
strategic targets. The objectives of the NDC’s tariff strategy are devised in a manner to
achieve the organizational goals such as infrastructural development, enhancing the
quality and the range of services, advancing program and hardware platform and in-
clude:   

- Guaranteeing the level of incomes ensuring financial stability of the NDC; 
- Procuring all necessary technological arrangements in order to support the depos-

itory system development ; 
- Minimizing and preventing existing or potential risks, which the depository ac-

tivity face;
- Fixing competitive tariffs enabling new customers to join and benefit from the

services;
- Maintaining optimum balance between the organization’s various income sources.  
Being committed to its tariff strategy principles, the NDC intermittently   recasts

its services pricing. Among other factors, the alterations are conditioned by increased
operational costs of the NDC. Despite the practice in previous years, all outgoing doc-
uments by the NDC are now printed on specially watermarked blanks and papers. Be-
sides, investment into our improved operational depository system ensuring highest
standards of privacy, protection and immediacy of transactions will obviously affect
the net cost operational values. 

In order to support the state privatization program the NDC applied reduced prices
on its registry keeping and custody services for companies formed after the divestment
of government property process.  However, as the country’s economic development
dynamics intensify and financial stability of companies improve the NDC re-orientates
its pricing policy from stimulating newly created or existing joint stock companies to
covering actual costs of the Depository. 

When constituting the NDC’s present price-current the following factors were taken
into account: operational cost of rendering services, the NDC’s maintenance expendi-
tures and professional participants’ current prices for the similar services. 

As operations with securities are the incorporating element of the financial services
industry, the NDC’s tariffs were always correlated with current interest rates as well.
The NDC’s tariffs are also differentiated and categorized by types of securities.  For
instance, the registration fee for bonds and shares according to our previous price-cur-
rent used to remain fixed along the whole maturity period of securities, whereas under
the new policy fees and tariffs are expressed by percentages and directly related to re-
demption dates and dividend yields expected.     

The NDC applied new service fees for ISIN and CFI serialization of local securities
and listing them in the international databases.  This is a brand new service for our or-



ganization and the following factors were taken into account when pricing strategy was
being worked out:  

- The membership fee paid for the participation in the ANNA association supervis-
ing international ISIN and CFI codification of securities;

-  Non-obligatory nature of the codification for local securities;
- The recommendation by the ANNA association to charge issuers for İSİN and CFİ

codification of their securities, even if the standardized tariff policy has not been
worked out by the ANNA.
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2. RANGE OF SERVICES RENDERED BY
THE NATIONAL DEPOSITORY CENTRE
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The NDC continuously improves business processes in order to facilitate and intensify
the information and documentation turnover as well as services provided.  Besides, the
Depository aims at reaching internationally recognized standards of property rights reg-
istration on securities by implementing high technological standards. 
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2.1. DEPOSITORY SERVICES

One of our main strategic targets is to ensure growing dynamics of safekept assets via
constituting favorable facilities for investors and professional participants of the stock
market. 

The total value of assets kept in the NDC neared AZN 2.7 bln. Shares account for 94%
of this figure, bonds - 3%, state privatization options - 2%, state privatization cheques -
1% (see the graph below). Thus, AZN 2.4 bln of the above sum fell to the share of invest-
ment securities. 

The figures above are given in the par values. So real market capitalization of the se-
curities are even larger than the sums indicated above. In terms of concentration indices,
top 45 companies in the list with charter capital more than AZN 10 mln (predominantly
banks and lending agencies) are responsible for 75% of aggregate par values of shares
kept by the NDC. Taking into consideration this level of concentration, the NDC drew up
a separate price-current for banks and insurance companies. 

In 2008 the NDC renderED safekeeping services to the sum of  AZN 1 278 288 735. 
Among all our clientele, top five issuers account for a half of total assets stored in the

Depository. The NDC also participates in establishing correspondent relations with other
depositories, opens correspondence accounts and enables necessary transactions on these
accounts.    

The NDC opened corresponding depo accounts for Russia’s largest depositories: VTB,
Rosbank and NDC Russia. It is worth noting that according to Russian legislation, non-
residents are not allowed to open depo accounts in Russia’s depositories.

Graph 1:  Percentage breakdown of the assets kept by the NDC
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2.2. REGISTERY KEEPING SERVICES

The NDC is the largest security registry keeper in Azerbaijan. In 2008 the depository
issued 715 registry shareholder certificates and 6748 account statements. 

The Depository carry out registry keeping services under standard contracts with is-
suers.  In 2008 the NDC signed 84 service contracts on keeping registry of shareholders
and 3 contracts on keeping bond holders registers. 

If we analyze contracts concluded with joint stock companies during the previous
5 years, we will see the highest no of contracts concluded in 2006, and the lowest – in
2008 (see Graph 2). In 2008 there were signed 57 contracts. 

One of the reasons for this lowering in number was the trend of transforming  joint
stock companies into limited liability companies and also disbandment of JSCs.  Owing
to the above trend there were 24 terminated contracts with the NDC in 2008 (see Graph
3).

Graph 2: No of contracts concluded with joint stock companies by years.

Graph 3  Terminated contracts by years 
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It is, however, worth mentioning that despite the decreased number of contracts with
public companies, due to the increase in contracts with private companies, the total
turnover of registry keeping services rendered by the NDC did not change significantly.
Lower requirements to chapter capitals of private companies encouraged the formation of
this type of organizations. In 2006 the NDC started servicing private companies and in
2008 the number of contracts signed with private companies reached 18 (see Graph 4). 

Another trend in 2008 was considerable increase in number of banks and lending or-
ganizations contracted by the NDC. As of yet, the NDC concluded shareholders registry
keeping contracts with 22 banks acting in Azerbaijan (See Graph 5).

In order to improve the quality and operability of services and to create favorable work-
ing environment for our customers, the NDC progressively reduces paper based operations
and moves to electronic document turnover. The Depository is currently implementing
electronic applications system for registry and registry statement enquiries. Moreover, in
the nearest future customers will be given the opportunity to obtain account statements
electronically.

Graph 4: Number of contracts signed with private companies by years 
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The dynamics of the transactions registered 

Volume of transactions, mln. AZN

The dynamics of the transactions registered 

İllər

No of entitlements Value of entitlements

No of transac-
tions

In %
Comparing to

2007 (%)
Par value 
(in AZN)

In %
Comparing to

2007 (%)

2001 2 930 6.5 29 156 210 7.3

2002 4 139 9.1 + 41 19 959 602 5 - 32

2003 4 962 10.9 + 20 43 742 934 11 + 119

2004 6 947 15.3 + 40 50 521 876 12.7 + 15

2005 7 260 16 + 4.8 49 872 091 12.5 - 1,2

2006 8 054 17.7 + 11 52 105 262 13.1 + 4

2007 5 304 11.7 - 34 46 324 027 11.6 - 11

2008 5 829 12.8 + 10 107 521 478 29.9 + 132

45 425 100 399 203 480 100

2.3. REGISTRATION OF TRANSACTIONS

The NDC undertakes the registration of all exchange and OTC transactions of cor-
porate securities. During 2001 – 2008 the depository registered 45 500 transactions par
valued AZN 400 000 000. 

In general, 2006 was marked by the highest rate of the registered transactions with
securities, when 8 054 processed entitlements were registered. Despite the downturn in
the number transactions after 2006, par value of the entitlements doubled in 2008 in com-
parison with the previous year.   

2008 demonstrated the upgrowth of all range of indicators in comparison with 2007.
The number of transactions increased by 10% and the total value – by 132 %

5829 entitlements were registered in 2008, including 5144 OTC transactions and
685 exchange traded entitlements. This includes 5755 shares and 74 bonds related trans-
actions.  In terms of par values, the total value of the transactions consisted approx. AZN
107 000 000, including

No of transactions



Over the counter transactions: 84 mln. AZN 78%

Exchange traded transactions 23 mln. AZN 22%

Shares 99 mln. AZN 92%

Bonds 8 mln. AZN 8%

No of transactions Volume of transactions

OTC transactions

Shares, par values in AZN 

Bonds, par values in AZN

OTC transactions

Exchange traded

No of transactions and Volume of transactions registered in 2008

Shares and bonds entitlements registered in 2008, par values

So as one can see from the above diagrams, shares still dominate in the corporate se-
curities segment of the stock market. The NDC registered 5 755 entitlements with 108
264 784 shares nominally valued AZN 99 175 978.  Entitlements with shares consisted
92% of the total volume of securities transaction registrations. 

In 2008, we saw an increasing in number of transactions with bonds as well. 74 enti-
tlements with 26 676 bonds nominally valued AZN 8 345 500 were registered.

The number of exchange traded transactions increased in comparison with 2007,
from 7% to 12% in terms of no of transactions and from 9% to 22% in terms of the
value of transactions. 

Exchange traded
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№ Indicators 2006 2007 2008 Total

1

Total value of the assets
safekept, AZN

(including 9 contracts con-
cluded via Head office)

2 427 389,80 883 911,40 48 410 6 085 886,20

2

No of the contracts of the
assets safekeeping and reg-
istry maintaining (includ-
ing 9 contracts concluded

via Head office)

7 10 2 28

3 No of accounts - - - 989

3.1 No of issue accounts 16 26 28 28

3.2
No of individual invest-

ment accounts
961

4
No of the transactions reg-

istered
1 50 32 83

5
Total value of the transac-

tions, AZN
1 436 1 089 460 259 779,70 1 350 675,70

2.4. ON BRANCH IN NAKHCHIVAN

The NDC’s subsidiary branch in Nakhchivan was formed in accordance with the pres-
idential order No 1018 dated 22 Sept 2005 “On organization functioning of the Azerbaijan
Republic State Committee for Securities in the Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic”. The
Regulations of the branch were adopted by the State Committee for Securities on 01 March
2006.  

The establishment of the Nakhchivan branch was conditioned by the necessity to im-
prove the quality of the services in the region and also by its detached location and ad-
ministrative peculiarity. 20 joint stock companies were contracted and serviced by the
Nakhchivan branch since its formation and 83 entitlements were registered. 

As of yet, the branch provides the safekeeping for the assets valued AZN 6 085 886.
The branch renders services for 989 accounts, including 958 individual accounts and 31
corporate accounts. Since the start of the operations the branch registered the transactions
of 673 307 securities valued AZN 1 350 673.  

In 2008 there were 32 OTC transactions of 673 307 shares totally valued AZN 259
779. 

Info on the Nakhchivan Branch activities:



3. SUPPORTING THE NATIONAL DEPOSITORY
CENTRE ACTIVITIES

3.1. TECHNOLOGICAL PLATFORM

The NDC possess specialized software for coordinating depository activities within the
organization. The integrated information system of the Depository is developed on the base
of DB2 VDB of AIX environment. The specialized depository registration software allows
50 users to access the database in the real time regime. 

The depository network is closed and effective registration system. The conclusion of the
operation is done in 2 stages: entry and approval. This means that the transaction initiated by
the operator cannot be completed without approval of authorised officer. The entry into the
program and operations within the environment is strictly limited by the authorization level
granted to operator. 

The program allows templates of internal documents and designs of corporate or individual
customer inquiry forms.  

Management information system reports demonstrating monthly or annual activity indi-
cations or any other analytical information needed for operational management are prospected
by the software.  

Based on the above information system, the NDC has elaborated the remote access “Head
office – Branch office” dealing channels with its Nakhchivani subsidiary.    

Taking into consideration the geographical remoteness of the Nakhchivan Autonomous
Republic subsidiary the NDC have implemented an electronic document turnover system
with it. This allows local operators to undertake transactions on categorized and closely located
enterprises.    All other operations of the subsidiary are facilitated in the form of manual in-
quiries. Apart from incorrectly designed inquiries, which are forwarded back for corrections,
all other inquiries are preceded accordingly; all operations are secured and reported.  This
type of complexity in interrelations between the subsidiary and the head office is important
from operational protection point of view, however the simplification of operations is possible
as the necessary experience is gained and the statistics is accumulated.   

Therefore, by improvement of the assets safekeeping and registry maintaining technolo-
gies the NDC aims at expanding the range of services available in this field.  

Electronic documentation exchange system will urge the cost reduction, minimize the
time consumed per operation, and stimulate new directions of development.  

Thus, the situation requires fast and uninterrupted electronic information exchange be-
tween brokers, the stock exchange and the Depository. In the light of the above, the NDC
closely examine joining to the SWIFT network, which has already been largely accepted by
local financial institutions and professional participants of the stock market.

In recent years the NDC employs systems and programs ensuring safe maintenance and
total protection of the database as well as energy independence of the operating. The replica-
tion server was installed and launched which enables backing up of all the data as well as im-
mediate initiation of operations in cases of emergency with the main server. However, taking
into account the safety and risk management measurements, The NDC is also in the process
of launching an alternative replication centre in the territorially remote area (Sumgait city).
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3.2. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

In the sphere of development of international relations, the NDC extended existing
and established new international relations in 2008. Thus, to date NDC is a member of
three International Associations:

- Association of Eurasian Central Securities Depositories;
- Association of National Numbering Agencies (ANNA);
- International Securities Services Association (ISSA).

The Association of Eurasian Central Securities Depositories was founded in 2005 and
consolidates the Central Depositories of CIS countries. The NDC is one of the founders
of this Association. In the framework of the Association the NDC has signed memoranda
of cooperation with NDC of Russian Federation as well as central depositories of following
CIS countries:, Kyrgyzstan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Belarus and Uzbekistan. At
the same time correspondent relations with three depositories of Russia (NDC, Rosbank,
and VTB bank) have been established. Currently, agreement on opening joint correspon-
dent accounts with Central Depository of Belarus Republic has been achieved and the
draft contract is being examined by both parties.

From the beginning of 2006, NDC is recognized as a National Numbering Agency of
Azerbaijan Republic and in this regards the NDC was elected as a member of Association
of National Numbering Agencies. The Association of National Numbering Agencies is
consolidated more than 60 organizations. Each of them could assignment a specific code
for issued securities of its countries. At the same time, from April 2008 along with ISIN
codes it was started assignment of CFI codes (Classification of Financial Instruments). At
present 219 securities were assigned with ISIN and CFI codes, including 7 bills, 192
shares, 4 preferred shares and 16 bonds.

As of April 23, 2008, the NDC was elected as a member of another international or-
ganization - International Securities Services Association (ISSA). This organization con-
sists of 100 members from 47 countries. The main aim of the organization is exchange of
experiences in progressing of depository and settlement activity in stock market.

It should be marked that for improving of international relations the employees of the
NDC have participated and made reports in International Conferences:

- March 13-14, 2008, C5 conducted the second International Conference of “Securities
Market Infrastructure”;

- September 8-13, 2008, the NDC participated in the Conference of “Global Payments
Systems 2008” by World Bank in Vienna;

- October 1-4, 2008, the NDC participated in the 5th International Association of
Eurasian Central Securities Depositories in Almaty.

On the other hand, the NDC is cooperating with such International Organizations as
Clearstream Banking, Thomas Murray, SWIFT, as well as with the central depositories of
Turkey, South Korea and China.



3.3. HUMAN RESOURCES 

The NDC adhere to its HR policy of attraction and retention of highly qualified em-
ployees. The main goal here is to create a solid and professional team willing and able to
solve strategic tasks of the organization. 

Currently the Depository staff embraces 53 employees. The core business staff is pre-
dominantly high educated and includes specialists with 10 years plus experience.

The NDC stimulate further specializa-
tion and professional development. Our em-
ployees are given a wide range of
opportunities to advance their knowledge and
skills in international institutions and benefit
from experience exchange. 

Our staff is constantly certified by per-
manent internal attestation committee.   In
2008 ten of our colleagues were granted a
qualification certificates. As of yet 79% of
employees in the core departments of registry
keeping and depositing are properly certified.

The education level of the NDC employees
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4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS



Note December 31 2008 December 31 2007

STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY 

Initial capital 18 1,400,000 1,400,000

Capital reserves 19 287,104 224,424

Retained earnings 185,738 150,391

TOTAL EQUITY 1,872,842 1,774,815

LIABILITIES

Short term liabilities 

Taxes and other obligaty payables 15 17,586 27,084

Short term account payables 16 105,311 104,052

Other short term payables 17 42 -

122,939 131,136

TOTAL LIABILITIES 122,939 131,136

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITES 1,995,781 1,905,951

Azizov B.A. Mansurova A.Z.

The Chairman of board of Directors Chief Accountant

Note December 31 2008 December 31 2007

ASSETS

Long term assets

Property, plant and equipment (Fixed assets) 7 840,205 757,397

Intangible assets 8 1,100 2,200

Investments 9 1,585 -

842,890 759,597

Short term assets

Provisions 10 13,613 10,949

Short term account receivables 11 91,827 91,882

Cash and cash equivalents 13 135,914 106,752

Other short term financial assets 14 902,180 926,990

Other short term assets 12 9,357 9,781

1,152,891 1,146,354

TOTAL ASSETS 1,995,781 1,905,951

“National Depository Centre” Closed Joint Stock Company
BALANCE SHEET

In Azeri Manats



Note December 31 2008 December 31 2007

Operational income 20 728,094 623,636

Cost of Goods Sold 24 (484,475) (368,096)

Gross profit 243,619 255,540

Other operational income 21 143,370 86,555

Administrative expenses 25 (361,968) (293,929)

Operational profit (loss) 25,021 48,166

Financial income 22 65,234 55,022

Financial expenses 26 (6,523) (5,502)

Uncommon income 23 8,118 15,681

Uncommon expenses 27 (10,000) -

Earnings (loss) before taxes 81,850 113,367

Income tax 28 (46,503) (51,688)

Net profit (loss) for the period 35,347 61,679

Distribution of profit:

Major shareholders 35,347 61,679

Minority shareholders - -

35,347 61,679

Profit per share:

Profit per share: 29 0.50 0.88

Azizov B.A. Mansurova A.Z.

The Chairman of board of Directors Chief Accountant

THE STATEMENT OF PROFIT AND LOSS
In Azeri Manats 



Note 2008 2007

Cash flow of operational activities 

Net Profit/Loss for the period 81,850 113,367

Income statement outlets 28 (46,503) (51 688)

Income and losses from non cash operations:

• Depriciation 7 129,827 90,998

• Depriciation of intangible assets 8 1,100 1,162

• Income/Loss from the sale or expel 
of fixed assets

7 8,793 -

Changes in Working capital:

• Increase/Decrease in provisions 10 (2,664) (1,257)

• Increase/Decrease in accounts receivables 11 55 1,514

• Increase/Decrease in short-term assets 12 424 (3,022)

• Other financial assets 14 24,810 (140,972)

• Current tax payables 15 (9,498) (5,940)

• Increase/Decrease in accounts payables 16 1,259 70

• Increase/Decrease in other short-term assets 17 42 -

Net cash provided by operational activities 189,495 2,232

Cash flow from investing activities  

Purchase of fixed assets 7 (221,428) (10,897)

Cash outlets for the purchase of stocks 9 (1,585) -

Net cash provided from investing activities (223,013) (10,897)

Cash flow from financing activities 

Changes in capital reserves 19 62,680 1,439

Net cash provided from financing activities 62,680 1,439

Net increase/decrease in cash recources 
and bank overdrafts 

29,162 (5,226)

Beginning balance in cash recources and bank
overdrafts for the beginning of year 

106,752 111,978

Ending balance in cash recources 
and bank overdrafts 

135,914 106,752

Increase/Decrease during the year 29,162 (5,226)

Azizov B.A. Mansurova A.Z.

The Chairman of board of Directors Chief Accountant

THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOW
In Azeri Manats



THE STATEMENT OF CHANGES 
IN STAKEHOLDERS’ EQUITY

In Azeri Manats 

Note Initial Capital 
Capital 

Reserves 
Retained Earnings Total Capital

Beginning balance for
2007 

1,400,000 222,985 88,712 1,711,697

Net profit for the 2007 year - - 61,679 61,679

Capital Investments of the
Stockholders 

19 - 1,439 - 1,439

Declared dividents - - - -

Ending balance for the
end of 2007

1,400,000 224,424 150,391 1,774,815

Net profit for the 2008 year - - 35,347 35,347

Capital Investments of the
Stockholders 

19 - 62,680 - 62,680

Declared dividents - - - -

Ending balance for the
end of 2008

1,400,000 287,104 185,738 1,872,842

Azizov B.A. Mansurova A.Z.

The Chairman of board of Directors Chief Accountant
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We express huge gratitude to employees 

of the State Picture Gallery 

of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism 

of the Republic of Azerbaijan 

Long title
The National Depository Centre –

closed joint-stock company.

Short title
CJSC NDC

The NDC founder
The State Committee on Securities
under the President of the Republic

of Azerbaijan

Branch network of the NDC
According to the Presidential Decree
No. 1018 dated September 22, 2005
the NDC branch in Nakhchivan AR

was established..

The NDC as  a National Number-
ing Agency

On September 18, 2006 the NDC
was recognized as a National Num-
bering Agency in the territory of Re-

public of Azerbaijan.

Prescribed Capital 
1,400,000 AZN ( 1,647 mln $)

Licenses

License #1 dated February 15, 2000
given by the State Committee on Se-

curities under the President of the
Republic of zerbaijan 
on depository activity

License #70 dated February 16,
2005 given by the State Committee
on Securities under the President of

the Republic of zerbaijan 
on the security holders register com-

petence activity.

Address: 
17 Bul-Bul av., Baku city

Tel: +994124935058,
+994124987303

Fax: +994-12 598-35-50
Email: info@mdm.az,

office@mdm.az
NDC website: www.mdm.az

Essential Elements of NDC:
TPID 9900012631

Azerbaijan International Bank
Code 805722 TPID 9900001881

C/a 0137010002944
SWIFT: BIK IBAZAZ 2X

A/A COR319509AZN 3301-01





Republic of Azerbaijan, Baku


